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HAGERSVILLE SUBDIVISION FOOTNOTES
1 RULE MODIFICATIONS
1.1 TRAIN REGISTER MODIFICATIONS

HAMILTON—Trains originating or terminating at Hamilton
Yard will register at Hamilton Yard and may leave Hamilton
without registering.

GARNET-*Register station for trains originating or terminat-
ing. Bulletins located in Jarvis station on Cayuga Sub.

1.2 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS APPLY-
SYSTEM 1.2—over entire subdivision.
SYSTEM 2.0—applies between mileage 2.1 and Nanticoke.

HAMILTON-Except to prevent an accident, the sounding of
engine whistle by any engine is prohibited between mileage
0.0 and mileage 2.0 inclusive. (B.T.C. 40101).

1.3 OTHER MODIFICATIONS
RULE 14(m) paragraph one-not applicable.

2 GENERAL FOOTNOTES
2.1 HAMILTON-Train order signal governs trains to and from

Oakville and Grimsby Subdivisions only.

2.2 GARNET-Train order signal affects Cayuga Sub. only.

3 INTERLOCKINGS
3.1 Railway crossing at grade

Toronto, Hamilton and Buffalo Rly mileage 1.5.
(Victoria Ave.) controlled.
Northward trains receiving other than a permissive indication
on Signal No. 134 for this crossing will contact TH & B Train
Dispatcher or Hamilton Yard Train Movement Director.
In event signal at crossing does not clear promptly TH & B
Train Dispatcher should be contacted for instructions by
telephone located on post immediately north of switch to TH
& B interchange. (B.T.C. 81190).

Movements having accepted a signal for movement over this
railway crossing at grade must completely clear the crossing
without stopping if possible. If a stop is unavoidable a
member of the crew must take up a position at the railway

crossing to observe the wheels before movement resumes and
be prepared to give a stop signal immediately by hand signal
or radio should a pair of wheels start to take a divergent route.

3.2 Railway crossing at grade
Consolidated Rail Corp mileage 26.7 . . automatic.
The block between the approach and governing signals on
each side of the crossing is timed. Trains stopped or delayed
in the block will lose the permissive indication on governing
signal after 120 seconds. When governing signals revert to
stop indication, signals must be recleared by use of pushbut-
ton marked "Clear" at governing signal.
If governing signals fail to clear automatically or by use of
pushbuttons, Rule 672 will apply. Switches are located on
signal bungalow in southwest corner of crossing.
In the event movements are made by authority of Rule 672
crossing protection for King St. public crossing at grade,
mileage 26.7 must be applied manually by use of "Raise" and
"Lower" crossing protection pushbuttons located beside signal
bungalow. (R.T.C. R-2169).

3.3

4.1

4.2

5.1

Railway crossing at grade
Crossing Cayuga Sub 31.6 automatic.
Trains entering from south connecting track must use push
button at signal 316 to proceed northward over crossing at
grade. (R-25193).

EQUIPMENT RESTRICTIONS

Units in series 2000, 2300, 3150, 5000, 5100, 5200, 6500, 6600,
6700 and 6800 are prohibited.
In emergency units in series 2500, 3200, 4000, 5500, 5600,
9400, 9500 and 9600 may be operated 10 miles per hour below
zone speed. Where zone speed is only 10 miles per hour units
may operate at 10 miles per hour. These restrictions apply to
foreign units of the same weight.

Cars exceeding 263,000 Ibs. gross must be covered by handling
instructions.

SPEEDS

Mileage
0.0 to 1.2 zone
1.2 to 6.0 f Southward trains

\d trains
3.0 to 3.3
6.0 to 35.7 zone
6.0 to 6.9 Northward trains
6.9 to 8.2 Northward trains
6.0 to 8.2 Southward trains

16.9 Argyle Street (Highway No. 6).
Trains except those on
Dunnville Sub. approaching
within 200 feet of crossing
(R.T.C. R-9152)

22.6 Bridge-Trains handling load-
ed ore cars

26.4 to 27.1 Approaching within 500 feet of
governing signal C.R. cross-
ing (B.T.C. 67035)

Hagersville—wye tracks, both legs

Miles Per Hour
All Trains
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Continued HAGERSVILLE SUBDIVISION FOOTNOTES

PUBLIC CROSSINGS AT GRADE

6.1 Mileage 0.3 (Barton St.). Item 1.21 Form 696 applies to
movements stopped within 550 feet of crossing on main track.

6.2 Mileage 16.9 (Argyle St.). Item 1.21 Form 696 applies.

All movements must be protected by a mem-
ber of the crew. (R.T.C. R-9595).

6.3 Mileage 33.1
Mileage 34.0
Mileage 34.8

6.4 Mileage 35.7 (Concession 3-4)-Northward movements enter-
ing main track from Hydro Spur must not exceed 10 miles per
hour until crossing occupied.

7 SPURS AND OTHER TRACKS

7.1 STELCO CANADA WORKS
Mileage 0.5-Extends northward 1200 feet. Switch points face
south.
Canada Works Tracks C38 and C39-Red warning lights
located (1) on post east side of gate, and (2) inside building
west side of track, operate when gate is opened. Switching
crews ensure lights are operating before coupling to cars.

7.2 HALDIMAND QUARRY
Mileage 26.3-Extends eastward 3300 feet. Switch points face
south.

PUBLIC CROSSING AT GRADE
Mileage 0.3 (Highway No. 6). Item 1.21 Form 696 applies.

7.3 INTERCHANGE TO CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORP.

Mileage 26.7 (King St.)—All movements over yard tracks must
be protected by a member of the crew. (R.T.C. R-1680).

7.4 CONNECTING TRACK
Mileage 31.4—Extends westward connecting to Cayuga Sub.
at mileage 61.4.
MAXIMUM SPEED 15 miles per hour.

7.5 CONNECTING TRACK
Mileage 31.7—Extends westward connecting to Cayuga Sub.
at mileage 61.4.
MAXIMUM SPEED 15 miles per hour.

7.6 STELCO
Mileage 35.6-Extends 2.4 miles westward.
MAXIMUM SPEED 30 miles per hour (R-21599)

PUBLIC CROSSINGS AT GRADE
Movements over all public crossings at grade protected by
automatic warning devices must be protected by a member of
the crew unless it is known that the protection devices have
been operating for at least twenty seconds and when so
equipped that gates are in horizontal position.

7.7 HYDRO
Mileage 35.7—Extends 3.5 miles southward.
MAXIMUM SPEED 30 miles per hour.


